Disability in Europe: The invisible burden of pressure ulcers

Over a billion people, about 15% of the world’s population, have some form of disability, with 80 million of these people living in Europe. People with disabilities have the potential to make an enormous contribution to our society, culture and economy. However, they often face barriers that prevent them from participating in society and commonly do not receive adequate care. At an international level, through the EU institutions’ actions and the Convention on the Rights of Peoples with Disabilities (CRPD), EU Member States committed to cooperating to ensure the rights of EU citizens with disabilities. These include the right to participation in society on an equal basis, as well as the rights to good quality of life and health. Despite this commitment, there are still many unaddressed challenges to meet the health needs of people with disability.

Depending on the group and setting, people with disabilities encounter greater risks of comorbidities, age-related and secondary conditions, compared to their counterparts without disability. As a result, they have a higher rate of premature death. Furthermore, these people are particularly vulnerable to the deficiencies in healthcare delivery, yet these deficiencies can be addressed to avoid morbidity and premature mortality.

Secondary conditions commonly occur in addition to (and related to) the primary health condition, thus, they are predictable and often preventable. In the case of people with disabilities, these conditions include urinary tract infections, osteoporosis, avoidable pain, and pressure ulcers. Pressure ulcers, also known as bed sores, pressure sores, or decubitus ulcers are wounds caused by constant pressure on the skin and underlying tissues, arising because the person sits or lies in one position for too long, not being able to change the position actively. They usually develop on body parts such as the elbow, heel, hip, shoulder, back, and back of the head. People with disabilities who are bedridden, or use a wheelchair, have a high risk of developing this secondary condition which can lead to further disability, decreases in mobility, loss of independence, increased isolation, the need for surgical interventions, and even fatal infections.

The risks factors for pressure ulcers in people with disabilities are multiple: reduced mobility or paralysis, injury completeness, moisture from bowel or bladder incontinence, loss of feeling, muscle atrophy and being underweight. A constant monitoring of those at risk is essential to enable prompt action and to avoid leaving symptoms unnoticed (when the person has sensory issues, they may not feel the intense pressure being placed on an area of the body).

People with Spinal cord injuries (SCI) often develop pressure ulcers, and in this population, pressure ulcers are a serious complication, which often lead to regular hospitalisations, multiple surgeries, and other devastating complications. Although preventable in most situations, pressure ulcers may disrupt rehabilitation, prevent people with SCI from working, or participating in society, and therefore interfere with their community reintegration. Data from the United States revealed that people with SCI are among the highest risk population for developing pressure ulcers; the incidence in SCI
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1 World Health Organization, Disability and Health: key facts, available at: https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/disability-and-health
population is up to 66%.\textsuperscript{2} Furthermore, the lifetime risk of developing a pressure ulcer among those with SCI is up to 90%.\textsuperscript{3}

Acting to improve quality of care of those in need is not only possible, but also necessary. \textbf{For those who use a wheelchair, or are bedridden, preventing secondary conditions, or comorbidities is a lifelong commitment which requires understanding, cooperation and initiative.} Collaboration within healthcare team is essential to develop a prevention plan that includes effective strategies and all possible actions – from position changes to use of special cushions and mattresses, ensuring adequate nutrition and hydration, and daily skin care. Also, pressure ulcer care requires constant monitoring, thus rehabilitation nurses should use a consistent framework with accurate quantification to assess, document, and monitor changes in the individual and the pressure ulcer over time.

\textbf{EPUAP and EWMA are at the forefront of raising the awareness at EU level about pressure ulcers, wound care and patient safety.} The commitment and expertise of these groups have been instrumental in building support for a consistent epidemiology measurement and methodology in Europe. Looking at the challenges of disabilities and health outcomes, EPUAP and EWMA believe that the EU has a role to play in guiding and supporting its’ member states to increase awareness of the needs of people with disability and include related secondary conditions as a component of national health policies and programmes. It is also essential to promote strategies to ensure that people with disabilities are knowledgeable about their own health conditions and risks. Informal carers should also be educated.

Building on the current European Disability Strategy 2010-2020, \textbf{a follow-up strategy shall look into creating synergies amongst member states on better health services for people with disabilities and the prevention of costly secondary conditions.} In this sense, the Academic Network of Disability Experts (ANED), supported by the European Commission and the EU countries, might be instrumental in providing new analysis and information on national disability policies and the impact of secondary conditions, such as pressure ulcers.

\textit{Join EWMA and EPUAP campaign on pressure ulcers’ prevention and help to spread our message \#Europe4PUprevention.}
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